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iomega's sales pitch offered nothing that wasn't already common knowledge. with competition, its predecessor
the zip 1000 presented the company with a clever and cleverly hidden marketing ploy. if it cost a fortune to
make a drive, then why not sell a lower priced version of the drive and treat customers to technology that cost a
fortune. drivers that supported usb 2.0 increased the speed of the zip 100 to a a maximum of 420 mb/sec. the
zip 100 can be found in volumes ranging from 100 mb to 750 mb, so essentially the maximum drive size is
dictated by the capacity of the drive and the version of mac os to which it is being installed. the 2.0 version is
the most current, as it included a handy feature called auto backups to automatically back up your data on the
external drives. the iomega zip drive is the low-cost removable storage leader--and iomega's two latest offerings,
the zip 250 (a scsi device) and a usb version of the zip 100, should help maintain its popularity. the usb drive is
designed for win98; you install the drivers and iomegaware software first, then reboot your system. we got it
installed and performing without a hitch.we tested the scsi version of the zip 250. the 250 mb disks will sell for
about $100 for a six pack, about the same as a 10 pack of zip 100 disks. the drive works with the 100 mb disks,
but sacrifices some speed in doing so.we compared both drives' performance against an internal ide zip 100
drive (0.32mbps). the zip 100 copied our files at 0.25mbps. the zip 250's scsi interface helped it achieve good
speeds (0.52mbps) with a 250mb disk for which it's optimized. the performance of the zip 250 drive earns it a
spot on our winlist. -- from winmag&#174
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iomega zip drives were the choice for expanded external storage in the 90s and early 2000 because alternatives
were 1.44mb floppy disks that were becoming a problem due to the nature of files and multimedia need much
more space. cd writers were available at the time but were slow and un-reliable at times. also zip drives were

much cheaper to purchase, however the disks for the zip drivers were expensive compared to cdrw discs.
storage is 100mb, 250mb & 750mb hence the 3 models that have each number. new models are backwards
compatible with smaller size disks. writing to iomegas disk varies depending on which drive interface is used.

drivers below are for the zip 100, zip 250, zip 750 are below for parallel, usb, scsi,ide & pc card interfaces.
iomega zip 100 portable usb drive is considered as one of the best portable storage device. the main benefit of

this product is user-friendly interface. it is very easy to use, install and configuring. additionally, it has the
capability to transfer different type of files from the system to the portable drive. the software is compatible for
all version of windows operating system like windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, etc. if you are
facing some problem in accessing data from the iomega zip 100 usb drive then you should try using software
which is capable of retrieving data from zip files. our iomega ego hard drive recovery software can easily get
back data from iomega zip 100 drive on any version of windows os. the software has capability to get back

different types of files. it is compatible to retrieve data from iomega zip 100 external usb drive on windows xp,
windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, windows server 2003 and windows server 2008 systems. 5ec8ef588b
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